
Easy Backyard Soil Tests 

Here are three easy tests you can do in your backyard to start learning about soil.  

Materials: 

• Soil 

• Disposable Cups 

• Small Plates 

• Bowl 

• White vinegar 

• Baking soda 

• Water 

• Spoon 

Soil Test 1: What kind of soil do you have? The Squeeze Test  

Soils are basically classified as clay, sandy, or loam. Clay is rich in nutrients, but slow draining. 
Sand is quick draining but doesn’t retain nutrients and moisture. Loam retains moisture, nutrients 
and has good drainage. 

To find out what type of soil you have, take a handful of moist (not wet mud) soil from your yard, 
and give it a good squeeze. Make a ball in your hand as you squeeze. When you open your hand 
it:  

• Holds its shape, but when you poke it gently, it crumbles. You have LOAM 

• Holds its shape, and, when poked, it keeps it’s shape. You have CLAY 

• Falls apart as soon as you open your hand. SANDY 

 

 

Depending on your results you can have soil 
that is a combination such as Clay-Loam and 
Sandy-Clay.  Look at the Soil Triangle to see 
different types.  

 

  



Soil Test 2: The Percolation Test 

Test your soil’s drainage or how water percolates or flows through the soil. 

Poke 4 evenly spaced ¼ inch holes in the bottom of a cup.  Fill your cup with soil and leave 
about 1 inch clear from the top. Take another cup of the same size and fill it ½ way with water. 
Put the cup of soil in a bowl or over the yard or a plant as you begin to pour the water into the 
cup of water slowly.   

If the water flows out of the soil cup quickly you have fast draining soil such as sand.  

If the water is absorbed by the soil and comes out slowly over time you have LOAM.  

If the water flows over the soil or starts pooling at the top and the soil looks shiny, you have 
clay.  

Soil Test 3: pH Test 

The pH or acidity level of your soil is 
important and will determine what types of 
organisms will live in it.  pH is tested on a 
scale of zero to 14, with zero being very 
acidic and 14 being very alkaline or basic. 
Most organisms such as plants grow best in 
soil with a fairly neutral Ph, between six 
and seven.  

For this easy test we are only going to see if the soil is acid, neutral or base. 

1. Testing for Alkalinity: 
a. Put a ½ cup of soil on a plate. Slowly pour a 1/2 cup of vinegar over it. 
b. If the soil bubbles or fizzes, it's alkaline. This reaction occurs when an acid 

(vinegar) comes into contact with something alkaline such as calcium or 
limestone in the soil. 

2. Testing for Acidity 
a. If no reaction occurs (no bubbling) in step 1, fill a cup halfway with a fresh soil 

sample. Add half a cup of water, and mix. Next, add 1/2 cup of baking soda and 
mix slowly. If the soil bubbles or fizzes, the soil is acidic. This reaction is the result 
of acidic soil coming into contact with an alkaline substance (baking soda). 

3. Neutrality 
a. If your soil doesn't react to either test, it has a neutral pH  

If you want to learn more about your soil you can talk to a master gardener or your local nursery.  
They will have chemical test kits they can show you to be more precise in your soil research.  
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